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Domenici
feels good
about vote
WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ Sen.
Pete Domenici, R-N.M., said
Wednesday he felt good about his
unsuccessful race for the Senate's
top leadership post and was ready to
tum his attention to working on the
national budget.
"I feel great. I worked hard, and I
did the best I could,'' Domenici told
New Mexico reporters after Kansas
Sen. Robert Dole was elected majority leader by his colleagues.
"I don't feel disappointed," he
said. "After my marvelous victory
in New Mexico, to borrow the words
of some of my staff, these last eight
or nine days have been the frosting
on the cake.
"I would very much have liked to
take the challenges (lf the job on,"
he said, "but I still have a chairmanship of a very important committee and important duties on two
other committees - appropriations
and energy - and I look forward to
doing my job."
.
.
Domenici, 52, was eliminated in
the second round of voting in a
closed session for Republican senators to fiJI their top seven leadership
positions-just as he told his wife,
Nancy, he might be.
Domenici said he gave D~l: a
note promising to be at the ''beck
and caJI'' ofthe new majority leader
and his newly elected assistant, Sen.
AI Simpson of Wyoming.
"I've already told Sen. Dole and
Sen. Simpson the Budget Committee is ready to do its job and do it in a
timely manner to bring a broad resolution to the Senate floor. . . with the next three years all
one package," he said.
Domenici said several of his colleagues told him they knew he had a
big job in front of him as budget
chairman and not to take the loss
personally as "there were some
committee dynamics involved."
He said Sens. Bob Packwood of
Oregon and John Danforth of Missouri worked hard on Dole's behalf
as the Kansas senator's election
cleared the way for them to become
chairmen of two major committees.
Domenici, who is conservative on
fiscal matters and moderate on social issues, often had been mentioned as a likely candidate for the
leadership spot of retiring Senate
Republican leader Howard Baker of
Tennessee.
But he said he did not decide to
seek the majority leader's job until a
few weeks before he was easily
elected to his third term. He said if
he had it do over, "I would have
started about six months ago in earnest" to line up support.
Domenici spent the night before
the leadership election visiting with
a neighbor who brought champagne
to toast his race and when he left
home early Wednesday, t()ld his
wife he thought he might be eliminated in the second round.
He thought he was walking in to
the old Senate· chamber with 11
votes, but he received just nine on
the first round and 10 on the second
one that knocked him out of contention.
"Some very strange.things happened," he said.
Domenici said some of his supporters apparently stayed with him
on just the first ballot. He aJs() said
there was a ''genuine effort on the
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Perovich wants higher
faculty pay increases
By David Morton
Calling faculty and staff pay increases "higher education's highest
primity," University of New Mexico President John Perovich said he
will ask the Legislative Finance
Committee for more than the 8 percent pay increase proposed by the
Board of Education<tl Finance.
Although Perovich said his proposal to the LFC will be "higher"
than the BEF's, he declined to be
more specific. However, at the BEF
meeting Nov. 9 Perovich had said he
proposed a 10 to 12 percent compensation salary increase.
Speculating on whether the BEF
might lower or raise its recommendation before it is presented to
the legislature, Perovich said, "As
far as we know, they've recommended 8 percent. I doubt very
much if that will change."
With the BEF recommendation,
he said that the Universitv "will
A woman was a"ested in Yale Park Wednesday and was make some gain, but not as much as
booked into the Bemalillo County Detention Center for un· we need.''

lawful carTying of a deadly weapon. This is at least the second
Citing two different studies (one
consisting of institutions listed
gun·related a"est in the park this semester.

. Fe~llowshi.ps offered· to women
By Carla Villa
Kathy Brooks and Eileen Stanley, co-corporate representatives for the American Association of University
Women at the University of New Mexico, are hosting a
reception today that will disseminate informaHon on
A~\!W fellowships and other graduate-funding opportumhes for women.
The AAUW Educational Foundation annually
awards American and Internatonal fellowships for
graduate study and advanced research at American institutions.
Awarded to women who are U.S. citizens, the fellowships are in each of three categories: dissertation,
postdoctoral and selected professions.
There are no restrictions on the applicant's age or
field of study, except for the selected professions fellowships which are limited to architecture, business
administration, dentistry, engineering, law and medicine.

Postdoctoral fellowships up to $10,000, dissertation
fellowships from $3,500 to $8,000 and the selected
professions fellowships that assist women in their final
year of professional training in their field are available.
International fellowships arc $10,000 awards granted
for advanced study and training to women who are
citizens of other countries. There are no restrictions on
the applicant's age or field of study. Approximately 60
of these fellowships ate awarded each year.
Funding is also available to women through the Business and Professional Women's Foundation. The
foundation has loan funds available for graduate·
business and engineering studies.
The foundation also offers a scholarship program for
women in health professions and career-advancement
scholarships designed to raise the training level of mature women already employed or seeking employment
in the workforce.
The reception will be held in Humanities Room 115,
from 2:00 to 4:00p.m.

Julie Serna

Charlie Stoeltjellghts a boiler at the physical plant on the north campu•. Stoeltje i• a boiler
opetltor at the plant which provides electricity and .hot and cold water lor the univer~ity.
There are NVen mi'-• ol underground tunnel• on the UNM campu• through which water and
•team are circulated.

amoung the National Association of
State Institutions and Land Grant
Colleges, and the other consisting of
"category one" or Ph.D.-granting
institutions) Perovich said UNM
salaries hover between ll and 15
percent below the median.
The "category one" study released by lnstitutional Research
ranks UNM in '84-85 weightedaverage salaries as the third lowest
out of 10 regional universities considered to be its peers,
Tom Field, assistant director of
Institutional Research, said the
1984-85 salaries are based on estimates from each university. The
universities were selected according
to their similarities to UNM by the
National Center for Higher Education and Management Systems.
The universities l1sted in the comparison arc: UNM, University of
Arizona, University of California at
Davis, University of Califomia at
Irvine, Colorado State University,
University of Nevada at Reno, Oklahoma State University, University
of Utah, University of Washington
and Washington State University.
For the academic year 1984-85,
only Oklahoma State and the University of Nevada at Reno arc expected to pay lower weightedaverage salaries ($29 ,600 and
$30,700 respectively) than UNM,
which pays $31 ,200.
Compensation pay for 1984-85 is
not included in the comparison because the statistical data is not yet
available. But for 1983-84, when
faculty and staff salaries were not
increased, UNM distinguished itself
as the lowest-paying institution, in
both weighted-average salary and
weighted-average compensation, by
ranking tenth out of 10.
"This year, we've done better,"
with the 8 percent increase awarded
UNM by the Legislature, Perovich
said. "The Department of Labor
predicts only 5 percent increases in
other salaries, but faculty salaries
compared with other indices have
lagged behind," he said.
Perovich also said some of the
problems that plague UNM arc due
to low salaries.
"It's been difficult for us to
attract the kinds of people we'd like
to have,'' he said. "Twenty years
ago, most people who obtained a
Ph.D. went into teaching. But
nowadays, the federal government
and industry are attracting large
numbers of Ph.D.s - and it's not
only in disciplines such as engineering or management "We have to be
more sensitive to the market. u
When asked what he thought ab·
out the chance that the legislature
wouldn't allow any budget increases, Perovich replied. "I'd be
disappionted if that happened. 1
think they'll treat us fairly, but that
doesn't mean they'll give us what
we think we need.
"1 think both the public and the
legislature ate supportive of higher
education, and 1think they realize its
importance to the state," Perovich
said. ''The state bond issue that pas·
sed during the last election is indicative of that/' he said.
. "The bond issue passed by a ratio
of 3-to-l statewide," Perovich said.
"By compatasion, the bond issue of
three years ago just barely passed.h
The LFC will meet Dec. 13 in
Santa Fe.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Astronomy can be fun and infor111ative
By '1\rlstie Jones

Regional News Summary Jihad warns Italy against interference
Siamese twins separated
GALVESTON, Texas- Siamese twin girls separ~te(! during an
18-hour operation were doing "very well'' and should develop normally, although they will require more surgery, their doctor said
Monday. The lengthy operation was complicated by the fact the infants
-Alma and Ashley- shared a biliary tract that empties toxic bile
from the liver into the intestine, said Dr. Thorn Lobe, chief of pediatric
surgery at John Scaly Hospital. The twins also shared a diaphragm.
breastbone, portion of intestine and a large liver, he said.
Nuclear weapons protest
WELIJNGTON, Kan. - About 10 protesters braved freezing
temperatures Wednesday to stage a silent vigil along the route of a train
believed to be carrying nuclear weapons, a spokeswoman said, Protesters holding signs denouncing nuclear weapons lined the railroad
tracks about 5:30a.m. in 20-degree temperatures as the "white train ..
passed through Wellington in south central Kansas. said Barbara
Gingrich. spokcswompn for Wichituns For Non-Violent Action the
anti-nuclear weapons group that staged the protest.
'
Water contaminated
LINDSAY, Okla. -City officials say a creek that suddenly became
Slllty apparently was contaminated by salt water from u nearby oil field
disposal well. Officials said Wednesday they fear the contamination
will spread to wells that supply the city's drinking water.
Transport company to pay for cleanup
DENVER (UPI) - A company whose truck overturned at the
juncture of two interstate highways with a load of Navy torpedoes will
pay. $22,450 t~ the c!ty of Denver for the costs of cleaning up the
acctdent, officials satd Wednesday. The announcement by Denver
Mayor Federi.co Pena and E.S. Ri~s. head of Riss International Corp.
of Kansns C1ty, Mo .. came durmg the second day of a National
Transportation Safety Board hearing on the Aug. 1 accident, which
closed interstates 70 ilnd 25 for eight hours.
ltoadside rip-off
BLYTHEVIlLE. Ark .. - Auth?ritics ~aid a state police trooper
posmg as a strandl~d motonstled pohcc to arrest fiJur men and break up
a, roadside c_ar .repair sch7rnc. Capt. Charles Elliott of the M.issisippi
County shcnff s office smd several out-of-state motorists recently told
p~Jiicc they believed they were deceived by four men posing as mecha·
mcs at re~t ~tops along lnterst;Ite 55 in northeast Arkansas. He ~aid
motorists reported stopping at the rest stops, lcavi ng their cars and
tlnding out upon their rctum that their cars would not stan. Elliott said
the suspects apparently would tamper with the ignition wiring beneath
a car, which would keep it from starting. He said the men then
allegedly would tell the motorist a new ~tarter was needed, leave to get
a starter and retum to install it, charging up to $200.

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Callers
claiming to represent Islamic Jihad
Wednesday denied the terrorist
group plotted to bomb the U.S.
Embassy in Rome and warned Italy
against interfering ''in affairs that do
not conr.em it."
The Italian Embassy in west
Beirut stepped up security measures, sending Italian guards to man
a maehine.gun nest on the roof of the
two-story building and searching
vehicles.
Rome police said Tuesday they
had arrested seven Lebanese plan·
ning a truck bomb attack on the U.S.
Embassy. An eighth suspect was
picked up in Switzerland carrying
more than 4.4 pounds of explosives.
"We deny that our organization
was linked in any way to this attack
plan," a caller claiming to represent
Islamic Jihad, or Holy War, said in a
call to a Western news agency.
"When we decide to undertake a
suicide operation we charge only
one person to do it."
"The Rome government Jl)USt
assume full responsibility for having
wrongly implicated us in an attack at
a time when it (the Italian government) was not included in our operations," said the caller, who spoke
Arabic with a Lebanese accent.
The man wamed Italy "not to be
drawn .into affairs that do not con·
cern it in order not to be attacked like
others have" but made no specific
threats against Itali.an. targets.
"We considered Italy as one of
the friends of the deprived ilnd that is
why, until now, we have spared it
from our attacks in Lebanon and
overseas," he said.
Islamic Jihad claimed respon·
siblity for the two suicide bombings

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox
Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a let~·
ter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience I You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
Name:------~----~------------------------~-------------

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~----~~-_.....-~---City: __~--------------------~-- State:~----- Zip:______
Signature:--~~~-~--~-~------------~---

Remember: Just $15 A Year

of U,S. Embassy buildings in Beirut
and the truck bomb attack on the
U.S. Marine barracks that killed
more than 300 people.
"Now the Italian government has
begun to follow in the steps of American colonialism and protects these
interests," the caller said.
In another call to a Western news
agency, a man who identified himself as a spokesman for Islamic Jihad
delivered a similar message but did
not directly deny Islamic Jihad had
planned to attack the U.S. Embassy
in Rome.
"Our Moslem people have never
harbored any harm toward the Italian people. As proof of this we have
so far excluded them from O\lr operations either in Lebanon or
abroad," the caller said.

"But it seems the Italian government has started following the trails
of American imperialism and is de~
speratcly defending its devilish
role," the man said in a Lebanese
accent. ''We advise Italy not to interfere in matters which do not con,

Many instructors ilt the University
of New Mexico have enjoyed a ccr·
lain amount of grapevin,e fame some even strive for it outside of
class,

cern iL"
Italian Embassy officials in Beirut
said they were in contact with Rome
over the arrests Tuesday of the seven
Lebanese citizens and another
Lebanese national in Switzerland.
Rome police chief Aldo Monarca
said Tuesday an investigation by
undercover anti-terrorist police indicated the suspects planned to drive a
truck loaded with explosives into the
U.S. Embassycompound on
Rome's high rent Via Veneto.

Michael Zeilik, associate profes·
sor of physics and astronomy, usual·
Jy finds himself with large classes
for Astronomy 101. He is unofficially known as the professor for beginning astronomy.
Hi~ reputation is based on his
classes; he makes astronomy fun.
"My main responsiblity as a
faculty member of a university is to
teach,'' he said. ''I don't mean just
students - I teach visitors as well,
and lately I've been lecturing at
senior citizens' centers. It takes an
effort, on my part and on the part of
the student, but anything can be fun.
"Enjoying something is motivation. If your sole m~tivation for
going to class and doing homework
is because you might get an F, well,
that's negative motivation," he
said.

"I don't believe that lectures arc
an effective way of teaching. Listening to a professor drone on in class is
dull unless the pace is varied," he
said.
Zcilik's word-of·t.nouth fame has
much to do with his in·class demon.
strations, most dealing with basic
physics, some video shows and anything that might have to (!o with the
St<!fS.
"The demonstrations are concrete examples of the course mate·
rials," he said. "I try to make them
entertaining and informative. They
help promote learning."
But it can be frustrating to hear
about such a professor and find that
he or she is on sabbatical. Such was
the case when Zcilik took two years
sabbatic<~!, returning just this
semester.

'I don't believe that
lectures are an effective way of teaching.
Listening to a professor drone on in class is
dull unless the pace is
varied.''
l

. "l'm not trying to train profes·
swnal astronomers," Zeilik said.
"There are different courses for
that. The basic point of teaching 101
is that someone might remember
something five years later,

continued on page 6

WildRose
2950 C Central SE
Just east of Girard

Elderly woman threatens police
CENTERVILLE, Ohio- An 83-year-old woman who has been ill and
"withdrawn from society" held police at gunpoint for 90 minutes ilfter being
stopped for running a red light, officials said Wednesday.
Lavone Stingley sent the officers scrambling for cover after she rammed a
cruiser and allegedly tried to shoot them about 1 a.m. Tuesday, Centerville
Police Lt. Steve Walker said.
Stingley, who police described as "a pillar of the community," was taken
to Kettering Memorial Hospital, where she was listed in good condition
Wednesday. No charges have been filed against her.
"She's been ill," said Stingley's brother-in-Jaw, who asked not to he
named. "Everytimc I'd sec her I could tell. She was kind of withdrawn from
society."
W~lker said the standoff began when police spotted Stingley driving
erraucally and stopped her when she ran a red light.
"S~c put her car in reverse and rammed a cruiser," Walker said. "Then
she tned to ~akc off. Another emiser that responded cut her off and got her
stopped agam."
The officers did not immediately realize that Stingley was an elderly
woman or was anncd, Walker said. and when they approached her car she
pointed a pistol at them.
"The officers got down on the ground and cmwled back beneath their
cars," Walker said. "Everytime anybody moved she pointed a gun at them."
Walker said the officers used a bullhorn to try to talk to Stingley. but she
would not respond. The. standoff ended after 90 minutes when police realized
she was pulling the trigger and the gun was not discharging.

Give
of Life
Donate Blood Plasma
Others and Help You..---.,

ssoo bonusw~fu~roupononfl~t
donation only.
1 per coupon not valid with other
coupons.
Expires 1Z-21 ~84

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
11 Yale Blvd. SE.

The automatic handgun was loaded with five shots but "fortunately for
us" the gun wouldn't work, Walker said.
Stingley had locked all the doors of her car and officers had to break the
windows to get her out, he said.
Her brother·in·law said that when Stingley's husband visited her in the
hospital Tuesday, she told an attendant who brought him into the room,
"Don't blame him for all this trouble that I've caused.
"It just came as a terrific shock to him (her husband)," he said, adding that
Stingley's husband didn't realize she had left the house until he heard the car
start in the driveway, Stingley's husband had not seen the gun in about 25
years and forgot it was in the house, the brother-in-Jaw said.
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I Now your favorite

~onuts are ~en harder
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Conn Hallinan Ph.d., Editor of

The People's World Newspaper,
Berkeley California
will .speak on

"The Korean Airline Tragedy:
What Really Happened?"
Sunday, December 2, 7:30pm
International Center UNM
1808 Las Lomas NE Albuquerque
sponsored by N.M. People's World Bureau
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FUNDING APPLICATIONS
for fiscal year 1985-1986
are available now from the
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION.
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. for$1.99
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5525 Glbeon Rd., Albuquerque
1085 South St. Frando, Santa Fe
3030 Eall Main, Famllnglon
2500 E. Hlgllwav 66. Gallup
4201 C.ntral NW, Albuquerque
1812 Eubank NE, Albunutrqlk .
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If your student organization was funded for 1984-1985 and you wish to be considered for !!
i funding for next year, orif you are a new organization seeking funding from the GSA, pick I
5 up your budget application today at the GSA office in Room 200 of the New Mexico 1
I!
Union. Call us at 277~3803 if you have questions.
i- I
i ************************************************************************** I I
1 Budget appllcations are due at the GSA ofl'ice no later than 5:00p.m. on Friday, Jan 18. ! I
1
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4009 San MalfO NE, Albuquerque
4416 Wyoming Blvd.NE, Albuquorque
5502 4th St. Albuq(l<tqiJe
3301 Coon NW. Albuquerque
1900 Cetoiral SE. Albuquerque
1109 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE, Alboquorqu•l

DUNKIN'
DONUII®
· Its worth the trip.

Coupon must be surrendered upon redemption.

One coupon pet customer- Av.at!a:hic .at .:~U ~MiciJ)allrig Dunknl.' Donuts shops
Olfer m.tynot be combined with anyorherofler

Offer Good: thru 12·10·84
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Llrnit: 2 offers per coupon

Open 24Hours, 7 Days a Week .

(11-29)
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ASUNM Senate tables resolution on parking revenue
By Kri~tic Jones

~Letters

BLOOM COUNTY
I Vsf/J 10 Be,
8ROTH6R. NOW
11R6N'r I'M 'RflJNOOsH
YOIJ ANNE 51'/flNI &OR8655f!.
5flY...

Review of show clumsy
Editor:
Though not always struck by the Lobo's insightfulness on current
photographic shows, I nevertheless undertook J. Samora and R.J.
Olivas' article on "Color in Search of Punctum" (11-20}. And I must
say that I was frankly appalled by their clumsy attempt at photographic criticism. Perhaps, rather than spending their time in the ASA
Gallery scribbling outtheiruninformed opinions on the work, it would
be better spent in a freshman English class. Their apparent ignorance
of the most basic use of sentences and appropriate vocabulary was
simply unbelievable. Unfortunately too, their ability to criticize the
work is dwarfed by their knowledge of the fundamentals of writing.
I resent that such a shockingly poor article would be allowed to
pass for serious criticism. I, too, had many problems with the show,
but I feel that such a shoddy review does not give the work the
consideration and measured judgement that it warrants.
I would hope that in the future the Lobo would seek to engage the
intellects of those equipped not only to judge but also to articulate
their appraisals. I would also hope that the writers (and I use the term
loosely here) would take a lesson from their own criticism of the
show. Indeed, "'Slapped together' might be a more appropriate
term."
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Do ones bury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
50H{;S4Y 7H&
BflllR IS 1AME:e'
5a11&.54Y ITS
V/00/JS! \

AStoMiA$
fiE. STAYS IN
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SPACE lJ~SYSTCM?

MYN055

-.....,

Tracy D. Mobley

Housing system unfair
~ Guest

Editor:
I registered my name with the UNM Married Student Housing
depositing a sum of $20 on Oct. 25, 1983. Many months have passed,
and I made several phone calls in the meantime to inquire as to my
luck to get an entry to MSH, but all in vain I Now, after 13months, on
Nov. 27, 1984, I get an unsigned letter from MSH stating that my

application is on file and that they would like to update my application, if I so desire.
I am a foreign student with two children and a wife and had to pass
through extreme hardships insofar as housing goes, because in the
UNM neighborhood, it is very, very difficult to get an accommodation
at modest cost and where children are accepted. To get a modest
family accommodation, I had to put ads in newspapers and handbills
in different churches, but none evoked a single response (until recently we moved to a house that belongs to my son's friend's parents)!
I think there is room for improvement in the way the MSH works.
The interest that can be earned from the cumulative deposit collected
from innumerable applicants cannot be ignored; the process of maintaining the waiting list may not be free from malpractices. More
housing is urgently needed.
I wish somebody would look into the affairs of the MSH business.
Gautam P. Sarkar

Nazi ideals pique curiousity
Editor:
Nilsen Joyce's letter in the November 27 issue of the l..obowas very
offensive to me, but it also piqued mycuriousity. Does Mr. Joyce think
that Adolf Hitler considered the brutal mass murders of millions of
Jews, homosexuals and Gypsies an essential part of his campaign to
promote good labor-management relations, restrain taxation, pre·
serve the inviolable sanctity of the "homestead", encourage everyone to work for their incomes, preserve integrity in the workplace,
provide the means to higher education, motivate "man" to perform
public services, inspire youth with ideals of honor and chivalry, and to
establish race as the highest value of nature's eternal religion and as
the true basis for social harmony, or was the Holocaust merely incidental in Hitler's plans?
Bryan Harrison Smith
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Beauty contest needs no justification
By Joel McCrillis

athletes of the University have developed natural
gifts of superiority in strength, coordination and
Sports editor John Moreno, in the Nov. 28 edi- endurance, and they have honed these gifts to
tion of the Daily Lobo ("'Beauty' is in the eye oft he advance themselves and the University. Are either
exploiter"), opined against promoters exploiting of these activities dishonest or morally contemptibeauty (in the sense of physical attractiveness) by ble? Only the former is- using Moreno's "logic,"
inviting Lobo athletes to compete in "The Most
Just as businesspeople and athletes have deBeautiful Athlete" contest in conjunction with the
Holiday Bowl. Moreno condemns only the greedy veloped their natural gifts, so too the "beautiful
businesspeople, not the "beautiful" participants people," through grooming and exercise, seek to
for "selfishly" using their pulchritude to promote develop their gifts to maximum advantage. Except
for the terminally masochistic, so do all of us,
themselves and their causes.
whatever
our natural proclivities.
Everyone to a degree possesses such attributes
More
than
a decade ago I read a Kurt Vonnegut
as Beauty, Intellect, Strength, Coordination, etc.
Very few of us possess all ofthem to a high degree. science-fiction story in which a dictator forced all
How we develop and maintain these unequally the strong people to carry around heavy weights
endowed blessings is up to each individual. They so that they would not take advantage of the weak.
constitute the tools that we use to get along in life. The musically talented were forced to wear dePerhaps the greedy exploiting promoters were vices that emitted piercing noises, the more talent
not blessed with great beauty. (I know of some that the louder the noise. I don't remember if there
are noticably balding, overweight and have trou- were any unfortunates that were both strong and
ble with their molars.) But by using their intellect musically talented. Woe unto them if they were.
and initiative, the tools they possess and have
Maybe in Moreno's paridisical forever-singingdeveloped, they seek to overcome their deficien- folksongs-in-the-wheatfields society, the attraccies. Colgate-Palmolive promoters for years back- tive people would be forced to wear paper bags
ed the ''College Bowl," a television show in which over their heads so as not to beguile their fellow
college students got to answer questions on his· citizens; athletes would have to take drugs to destory, philosophy, the arts, etc. Would Moreno ob· troy their coordination; businesspeople would be
ject to promoters narrowly exploiting Intellect at taxed into oblivion for any displays of initiative
the expense of other attributes to advance their (uncomfortably close to current IRS practices).
careers and their companies?- or the students
Attributes such as Beauty, Strength and Intellect
for honing their intellects to advance themselves are merely tools to attain our individually chosen
and their schools?
ends. So long as the initiation of force or fraud is
As sports editor, Moreno almost daily comes in not used to attain or maintain these ends, no justicontact With promoters who exploit the physical fication is necessary. Contestants and promoters
prowess of college athletes to advance them- of "The Most Beautiful Athlete" contest owe no
selves and the University. The men and women apologies to John Moreno or anyone else.

Two emergency resolutions were
tabled by the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico Senate Wednesday.
Resolution No. 6 concerned the
parking revenue generated from
tickets written on the UNM campus.
The resolution asked that at least
one-fifth of the revenue from each
ticket be turned over to UNM. At
present, all money from parking
tickets issued on campus belongs to
the city of Albuquerque.

Rescinding the $10 fee for gra·
duation was the second resolution.
Sen. Kathy Ellis, sponsor of both
resolutions, originally proposed that
the funds be applied toward parking
facilities, creation of scholarships to
be: issued by ASUNM, and to increase the ASUNM budget.
The first suggestion was amended
to include .lowering the price for student parking pennits, and the others
were defeated by the Senate.
The senate tabled the bill after discussion concerning the viability of
the resolution. If the resolution

should pass, said ASUNM Vice
President Moe Hickey, it would
only be in effect for the remainder of
the Senate session or until the end of
the semester.
The resolution to abolish the graduation fee was table.d on the
grounds that the senators needed
more infonnation, such as knowing
to which University department the
resolution could be submitted.
"The graduating student of the
University of New Mexico has paid
approximately $10,000 or more in
tuition, books, fees and living ex-

Sociology professor says developmental efforts in
Third World are hurt by ignoring role of women
Latin American Institute to develop They never considered the group's
a UNM program on Women in De- specific condition."
"Women are being ignored by velopment.
Tiano will be teaching "Women
Tiano said that they hope to have a in Developing Societies'' next
developmental efforts in Third
World countries because their role in minor in the program available to semester, a seminar dealing with the
society as a whole is often ignored,'' students within five years that will "psychological, physical and techsaid Susan Tiano, an assistant pro- emphasize Latin American nical components of development, ''
fessor in the University of New societies.
The seminar is at the. graduate
As an example of developmental level, but Tiano encourages underMexico Sociology Department.
"This hurts not only the women efforts ignoring the societal needs of .graduates to enroll as well.
"Development isn't effective unin those countries and their families a Third World country, Tiano cited a
but the development of society as a U.S .·sponsored plan that taught less the benefits are equally distriAfrican men how to grow wheat buted among everyone," she said.
whole," she said.
efficiently.
"In any society, however, the
Tiano, who was the first director
''What the U.S. developers didn't poorest, the minorities and women
of the Office of Women in International Development at Michigan reali;z:e," she said, "is that the are often excluded from those beState University, calls herself a women in that group are thefamlers. nefits,"
pioneer in the field. She estimates
only 25 or 30 people in the United
States specialize in the study of
effects of development upon
women.
Her specific research interest is
the effect of industrialization on
said this year's bazaar is different in
women workers, particularly within By Johanna King
export-processing industries such as
that the Children's Psychiatric Cenelectronics,
The Annual Holiday Bazaar, ter and the Mental Health Center
Currently, Tiano is working with sponsored by the University of New will participate for the first time.
the Women Studies program and Mexico Hospital Service League,
Proceeds from each holiday
will be held in the main lobby of the
hospital from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. bazaar go to special projects. Hinton
said the UNMH Service League is
Friday.
The bnzaur will include baked c<>mmittcd to a $250,000 pledge for
goods, plants, arts and crafts, a special oncology project, and this
continued from page 7
Christmas items and white-elephant year's bazaar proceeds will go topart of a group" led by Oregon Sen. sales.
ward that. This money will probably
Mark Hatfield to make sure Sen.
Collie Hinton, director of volun- provide funding for a special unit for
Ted Stevens of Alaska remained in teer services at the UNM Hospital, cancer patients, she said.
contention.
"They wanted to make sure a certain senator did not win," said
Domenici. "They very much
wanted to make sure Stevens and I
were in the race."
Domenici declined to name the
"certain senator'' but later also refused to say whether he had supported Dole on subsequent ballots.
Domcnici said he believed his
colleagues favored Dole as an experienced "master legislator," but
he was still suprised that Dole won.
During the closed session, Sen.
Paul Trible of Virginia nominated
Domcnici, and Sen. Daniel Evans of
Washington made a seconding
speech. Domenici said some of his
strongest supporters were unable to
speak on his behalf because !bey
also were running for leadership
posts.
By C. McEiveny

Holiday Bazaar to benefit
hospital's special projects

Domenici-
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Student Directories
now available
in the NM Union

:

outside Room 106
(Student Activities Office)
Must show current UNM ID

i

FREE

.•

For careers in: International Banking and Business
Federal, State and Local Government I The United Nations
Private Voluntary Organizations and the Media
SIPA .has been successfully plating students in thm positions since 1948.

"Since there are· about 3,200 gruduating students every semester,
this amounts to an additional

Trauma symposium at med school
By Johanna King
Trauma Update '84, a symposium focusing on the basic concepts and new
developments in the treatment of injured patients, will feature a number of
talks on emergency medicine, including one presentation about trauma care
in space,
"Expanding the Hori,;ons of Trauma: Trauma Managementin Space'' will
be presented by Dr. James Logan, chief of medical operations at the Lyndon
B. Johnson Space Center in Houston. Logan, who will speak at 1:15 p.m.
Friday at the UNM School of Medicine, will be one of 21 guests and local
faculty members speaking on the various aspects of traumatology Friday and
Saturday.
The symposium is oriented to physicians, nurses, emergency-medicine
technicians and health-care providers whose professional duties involve any
aspect of traumatology. Special emphasis will be placed on diagnosis and
management of specific injuries,
A 7:30a.m. registration will kick off.the Friday's events in the upper level
of the Medical School Ballroom.
Topics to be covered include: •'The Value of Pre hospital Care in Traumati,;ed Patients," ''Diagnosis and Treatment by the First Responders on the
Scene," "Early Management of Spinal Cord Injuries," "Pathophysiology
of Shock," "Prevention of Early Causes of Death in Burn Patients from
Bum, Shock and Inhalation Injury" and "Evaluation and Management of the
Burned Hand."
Workshops are scheduled to be offered Friday afternoon following
Logan's presentation and two more discussions. Drug overdose. fluids and
electrolytes, bums, pediatric trauma, field management of trauma patients
and emergency-room care of the neurotraumatizcd patient will be topics
covered by the workshops.
Saturday's agenda includes six presentations and a tour of the UNM
Regional Bum and Trauma Center.
During the symposium, various panel discussions will be held by faculty
members.
Trauma Update •84 will be presented by the UNM School of Medicine, the
Bum and Trauma Unit, Department of Surgery, and the Office of Continuing
Medical Education in cooperation with the New Mexico Committee on
Trauma of the American Colle!!C of Surgeons.

LAST
CALL.

131 Marron
Hall

277-5656
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UNM's Maxwell Museum
has lectures, music, more
By JulicUc TQr-rez
Lectures, musk. puppets and stories arc among the Christmas-season
planned by the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology at the University
of New Mexico.
The annual Frieda K. Butler lecture, entitled" Personality and Persistence:
Convcr~ations with Denver's Male Prostitutes,·' will be presented by UNM
graduate student D. Scott Wilson on Friday at 7:30p.m.
Wilson based his present!ltion on his master's thesis research.
A performance by the Zapatito Puppets is scheduled for Sunday at 2 p.m.
"The puppets actually bring to life the ancient traditions of New Mexico
liJJktalcs," said Jennifer Martinez, curator of education at the museum.
Admission for the puppet show will be $!.SO for adults and SO cents for
children.
A lecture entitled "Soundscapes of New Mexico" will be presented by
UNM English Professor Peter White about the historical development of
New Mexico folk music. White will be accompanied by two folk violinists
from the Bayou Scco band. They will play selections to illustrate White's
lecture. The presentation will take place Dec. 9 at I :30 p.m.
Admission is $2.50 for the public and free to members of the Maxwell
Museum Association.
Storyteller Terrance Talaswaima, curator of the Hopi Cultural Center
Museum in Second Mesa, Ariz., is also scheduled to present "Hopi Tales"
on Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m. Admission will be $1.50.
A free performance of a traditional New Mexican Nativity play, "Los
Pastores," will be presented by the Los Pastores de Belen from Our Lady of
Belen Church on Dec. 16 at 2 p.m.
Martinez said the play would be performed in Spanish, and English
translation scripL~ would be available for the audience.
gFm more infonnution, call 277-2924.
activitc~
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Now accepting applications for

l GENIUS
Conceptions Southwest Editor

1.

l

f

(for UNM's Fine Art!Lltemry f'ub/icc1tion)

All c1pplicants must be registered UNM students and should have
~orne bacl(ground In fine art and literature. The position of Editor
requires commitment and interest in all areas of art. Hours are
nexible, but average between l 0 to 30 hours per week. This posl·
tion is non-paying and carries no academic credit, but a great deal of
pr.1Ctical experience can be gained.
The term will run through December 1985.
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hall, Room l3 I and
when returned must be accompanied by a resume and a brief
sample of creative or pertlnent work.
f'or more Information, Call 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is 3:30 p.m. Fri., Nov. 30.
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, Tbe candles and thebag~JWe~ ''ma$S'pPtcflas:edt'
by Mortar Qoard Jrac•, a tJNM senior academic:I!Qnor
• TWenty ~tildent organizatlons at the lJN":et$ity t1f ·. society .and ~o-organizer fl)t t!l\'1 event, .WO:Ods said
New .Mexi,cQ are •'folding bag~·~ a$ Jl(epal'llttons start ¢liiJIPIIS organizations ba4 ·to commit tJ\ermeiv~ to
for lh¢ HEfarigjng of the Gteens.'t . . · .· . . • dec~ng the campus in earty·{lrlovcw~·
OM of many ''folding parties'~ tookpl""' Wed~·
Wood$ s11id that~m~11 acfM~s WD~~ld be·
day• $aid Paul Woods. ·~sJsta11t dean ofstud~nts.
ginaUtJIPfllJCima~ty6:30JMn. JttheS.~tSetvices
WOods s•id the orgamzations ~ responsible (or Cenitr,
·.
·
·
un·allCingandmakingapproxi~tely SOil tuminlllias pt
At 6:43p.m., Santa Claus is sc:be41ilcdf(lllpi!Carfor
nine cents a pit!Ce.
the "Hanging of the Greens," WOOitfl IUJ, ·
The lurninarias will be used lacer this week to <k:l:<!·
Following Santa Claus' vbit, the p.JUp will walk
. l'llte 2() buildings aJ:Ouod campus.
down to Coronado Hall,. singin,g Christnil!i carols.
Approximately 1,500 luminarias will be· placed on They will cl)lltinue doWJ1 tb.e resi<kn\» ftalls (llld con·
Hokona Hall, making it the most decorated of the clu.de.·.· .their··. .caro.
· . lin_g at
.. Vc. . ~. ·rv_~·
· .~.~.,~~
.. ·.. ··.i....:'
:· ~. ·. ·'SMlar
.· ·.·.· . · · ·
'buildings, Qid Wood$, . ' .·
; A~ ''the Pr"'de'lifft'roViCW.il '~, •
Another ofUNM's ''showpie.;:es'' will be President Board and Alpha Pbi.Otnega will present me pregident '
John Perovich's home, which wiU be decorated with .and his family with a Christmas wreath. A ~ption
1,001) Juminarias, said Woods.
hosted by PeroVich will folll;lw at the west end. of
Woods said Alpha Phi Omega, a UNM coeduca- Zitnmerman Library.
tionalserVice organizationand orte of this year's coorAn chuteh service is scheduled .at 9 p.tn. in the
dinators for the event, obtained the $and through n UNM Alumni Memorial Chapel.
donation.
•For .more information, call at ~71-3361.
.
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i Astronomv-------continued from page 3

ART REPRODUCTION
AND
LASER PHOTO ART

SALE
NEXT WEEK
MONDAY
-thru
FRIDAY

"The sabbatical was one of the
most creative and productive
periods of my life," he 'said. "I
worked on two areas called ethnoas·
tronomy and archeoastronorny and
tried to relate them to the Southwest,
and more specifically, the Anasazi
culture.
"At the turn of the century, the
pueblos were open to white people,"hesaid. "Aiotofresearchwas
done then, some published and some
not. What the Anglos found was sun
worship and the role of the sun
priest. The pueblo people had prob·
ably been using their calendar for

il Ill I

SMITI-f
COR ON I\:

Hundreds to choose from
Frames available

equinox. Rituals had io be prepared
for, rehearsed. Calendars had to be
extraordinarily accurate."
Zeiliksaid. the site had to be, then,
a shrine rather than a calendrical
marker. "The people very cleanly
separated their calendars and their
worship sites," he said. "I think sun
priests made offerings there. lt has
all the attributes of a shrine: It's on a
remote mesa; it has the spiral .these are typical of priests' sun
shrines.''

Snafu
The interfaith church service
on Friday Nov. 30 will not start
at 9:30 p.m. The service will
begin at9 p.m. at the University
of New Mexico Alumni Memorial Chapel.

GRAPHTEXT'90

SWISS ARMY

located in NM Union 9·6
(next to Information desk)

$4.50 each or
two for $8.00

thousands of years.' •
Zeilik said he spent much of his
sabbaticaltimc in Chaco Canyon. "I
tried to go in there and look at things
as if I were a sun priest," he said.
The role of the su~ priest was to ~eep
the calendar for ntuals and plantmg,
he said.
Such is the case, he said, with the
Sun Dagger at Chaco Canyon. The
"dagger" is a wedge of sunlight
which falls on a petroglyph spiral
within a building during the week of
a solstice or equinox. The site has
be~~ con.siqered a calendar, which
Zethk satd IS wrong.
"I can't sec it as a calendar be·
cause the dagger is not accurate. Sun
priests, in addition to knowing when
a ritual had to take place, they had to
be able to anticipate the solstice or

KNIVES
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Arts

Arls

DimensionalitY- interplaY-

'Aiming to better our best'

Jonson show opens

Opera nets top award for UNM

By Rebecca Saunders

By R,J. Olivas

A meandering between that which is 3-D and that
which is not will occur when Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las
Lomas N .E. opens its newest show, ''Oil and Steel",
this Sunday, Dec. 2 from 2 to 4 p.m.
The two artists, Robert Peterson and Tom Waldron,
have each contributed their personal works to form what
Karolyn Wayman, gallery curator, calls "an interplay
of dimensionality.''
The effect of Peterson's still-object oil painti11gs and
Waldron's hard-edged steel sculptures should offer the
viewer a visual challenge in the gallery, a branch ofthe
UNM Art Museum.
Peterson, whose works have been displayed from
Belgium to Taos, is a New Mexico resident. Art Spac:11
magazine (Summer, 1983) defines his work as "the
potentiality of the completely stilt, the stillness of real
strength."
Waldron, also aNew Mexico resident and Peterson's
frie11d, is rapidly gaining attention as a sculptor.
~The show can be seen through Jan, 13. For more
information, call277-4967.

Above, Tlte Mttle Gree11 Pipes, oil on linen
by Robert Peterson. This is a painting!

If you were at UNM last spring and were fortunate
enough to witness the UNM presentation of Abduc-tion
From the Seraglio, then you may be delighted to know
that the production has won the UNM Music and Theater Arts departments an impressive feather for their
caps. The opera won first place in the National Opera
Association's first production competition for masterslevel collegiate institutions.
Marilyn Tyler, director of UNM's Opera Theater
Program, attended the NO A's 30th Annual Convention
in Dallas during mid-November. On Nov. 16, Tyler
accepted an inscribed plaque from Cart Zytowski, pre5i·
dent of NOA 's executive board.
"I was thrilled by the prize and honored by the
distinction of national recognition for UNM's developing opera program,'' said Tyler. ''UNM is setting high
standards for collegiate productions. Our reputation for
artistry is spreading.''
Competitors in the NOA production competition
were asked to deliver a one-hour videotape of a segment
from a fully staged work. The tapes were viewed by a
pnnel of 17 music educators and opera professionals
who evaluated the vocal presentations, musical direction, staging, choreography, costuming, scenery design
and lighting effects.
William Martin, director of Popejoy HaU and production coordinator for Abducthm said, ''The competition
for fin;t place was stiff. Established leaders in opera
studies submitted entries ... Now CNM.'s students

are in the national 'Potlight." Marlin further indkated
that the positive publicity "bodes well for rccruHint~
talented new students to UNM."
Students who 8ang major roles in Ahdac·fifm last
February have a!re11dy gained natmnal attelllion forthcir·
work in UNM'~ Opera Theater Program. Kurt Streit,
who performed the role of Belmonte, was honomd with
a summer apprenticeship at the Santa Fe Opera, and he
won a scholarship to the Cincinnati Con>crvatory of'
Music. Vivian Clayborn Grayson, who pcrfhrmcd the
role ofConstanza, ha> been offered an audition wlth the
Seattle Opera Company. Mark Mouchcttc, who per·
formed the part of Osmin won the fir~t·pla<:c award for
adult-male vocalist~ at the recent conference nf the
National Association of Teachers of Singing h<.'ld in
Denton, Texas.
UNM ~taff and >tudents will produce an opera fJgllin
in the spring semester. Smetana'~ Tire Bartered Brirfr'
will be presented Feb. 22, 23 and 24, 19ll5. A~ m
Abduction, Tyler will dire<:t; Martin will coordinate
production; and John Landis, as\fx:iate profer,<;or '!f
music, will conduct the r>rche>tra. Rrl% Hoglund (•-cenu.;
designer) and Georg Schreiber IH_ghtmg and tcdm.cal
director) repeat their techmcal mlc~ for Ire /Janerr'd
Bride.

"We're not going to re>t on our Jaureh ... '>alii WJI"
liam Martin ... \Ve're aiming to better our bcM "
T;·!eradded, "We have ambition> to wm fir<>! pl~.~..f: Marilyn Tyler acc(.lpts tho first pi6CtJ nwnnl lor AbdiJCUtm
again next year v.ith The Bartered Bnde. That~ the From the Seraglio from Carl Zytow:skl, fJffitilrlont. of NOA'fi
challenge."
executive board,

Below, Wedge 1, 1984, steel sculpture by
Tom Waldron.

DON'T BE LOST IN
THE WASTELAND
Get your

TODA'i'SEH:STS

Alcuhollc' Anr.nymous. SanciUar)· (iroup mceling,
1~ noon, Thtm;da.y!, Ncwm~tn Center, 1815 Ln5
l.ornasli£'. for more inro. call247·1094.
li11ptl'll Slu4rnl (rnlu ~A-Ill s.crut hold an informal
~mr.h1p mc:ctins-~ C\cry thutsda}", 4:3.0.5:30 p.m .• .at
tha llapuu Smdem tenter. 401 Cnn·emty NE. A.
guco;t qprJ:kc:rwdl be present C'ath wed;
Gallrf)' Talk by l1mothy App, nnmaru Pto. ot Art,
lhun .• No,·. l9. ~p.m., in the Cpp(t Rcilt OaUer)'Qf

the University Art Museum. App's ~nttngj Will ·.be
on di.,pJay through De;, 1.6 as pan Of an exhibition
focusing on reccnl work by UNM Art Dept. tacuhy.
SO LAS Mrrtlng and brown bag lunch will beheld on
1h.urs., Nvv. 29. Jt:JO tun .• at the Latin Ameril;:an
J:lstlrutc, 801 Yale. NE, on campus. Thi~ "-Cck
S~anir;ft l'rofessor Sha<J.· G.\·n.:an will pre5enl Jl:js,
re~cardt an the .auitude.s or nativ~ Spanish -speakers
towards the use or S13ana5h by U.S. 1-olunteeu, anti
the probten11 tha! arise when the non-nam'e can't

und~utand

Whal's beinssaid.tohirn.

3002 monte vista ne
p.o. box 4488
albuquerque, n.m 87106

(505) 268-3600
M- Sat: 10·5 PM

-::

Gay and f.tahran Srudent Uri(On is holding its last
meet.ng for thjs Semester, Thurs., Nov, 29. 7:30p.m.,
in sun room 250, Panel presentation on seJ~ually
tan!mittcd diseases, iru:ludjng le5bian STOs,
llcpariiUI n, and AIDS.
{'fllcano .Studlu witl be spon!oring a 11Stres$
Reduction WorhhupH en Thurs., Nov. 29, 2·4 p.m.,
in Humanities room 108 ..Free to a1l$tudcnts, faculty.
and 'Sturr. Practice al massage techniques will be
in..,ctuded.
"''~- _ _...

ASUNM Film Commlllte presents ''Hesler Street,"
bn Thurs. and Fri., Nov~ 29·30, 7;15 and 9;J.S p,m.,
at the SUB Theatre. Cali277~S608 rormoreinfo,

bearing~.

in the

Se\¥ Mexico IJaHy IAJbo

TOMORROW'S EVt:NTS
NluraJtUI Report: A report on cutrcnt conditions in
Ni~tuagua-by Or. Jeanette and Rev. Robett Renour,
Vtillta_l:e place ·on Fri•• Nov. Ja. 1:30 p.m .• in the St
Thomas Episcopal Church, 425 Uni\·cnity NE. For
more info. <all Far her Alexandre at88J.o636.
Lunch LKiure fcaturingArinna Di'O}'tn speiikingon
the 1opic -of uBiac~s in World Religion/' Friu No'-'.
30, 12 noon, aJ the.Arro.American Center.
Trulmtnt or Jltadacht5, a, talk by Dr. !-"rank
Andra~ik ot che Unh··· of New York, Fri., Nov. 30,4
p.m., In room 139oflhe UNM BloloJY Depl.

SUB THEATRE
.J ~

e '

•

• • •
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Save on high-quality
women's, infants' and children's
natural fiber clothing~
for holiday wearing,
for holiday giving.
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Albuquerque
presents
The Bullt•f

''Peter
.,
and the Wolf

Children's Theater
A Ddightful Double Bill
Al\lD

Four Performances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, December I
&
Sunday, December 2
1:30 and 3:30 pm
each day

A New Children's Play

I<'E,Illurmg the Albuquerque

The Rococo
Coco Bean

('/tiltlren's Th11111re
!Juliet Company

author of two of Acr:~ favorites

De y;e)u.r ·Chtistm.as Shopping
,at ~the An.aual
.rJNJf P~ress B.ooiksa.l.et

SATURDAy 3•3
Pertorman • 0

SOtiJ

OlJT;t

"fl:rttrsday & Friday~ :No\·emb~r 29 .& ;3{:)
a..-qd .Monday~ Dec.e>m.b-e:r 3

6amto5pm

by Cleve Hauho!d

Hurt bG10k.s rsligbil.y ·scutrt~d b'lt.t

penectly readable) .at 40~~ ·of!
Ma:1;,tr ·other backlist titles .at ~big ·~avl;..:gs

Harkee the Cat and Bracko the Prince Frog

TICKETS IN ADVANCE ~ $2.50
($2.00 each for groups of 10 or more)

All Tickets $3.00 DAY OF PERFORMANCE
-====~~~~~~=========~~--""-~::~_:_~::

Tickets Available at POPEJOY HALL BOX OFFICE· 277·3121
olu.i

·-

i

...

TRESPASSERS WILLIAM Book Shop, 700 Amherst Dr. NE • 2684601
For

f.~trther

ln/urm,,twll, <dll A (: T

cJt

HHH l64-l

& Frl
Street
Saturday
Walkabout
All Shows 7:15, 9:15

'.1\ f !
;( - ,.,l~;JI .... _t...

Juun;.alism building1 2nd !loo:r west
iU1 sales ~-cash o:r~t~heck .(no Cfi~dtt 'Cctrd~)
No dealers
No Phone orders
~
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Sports
Funk leaves volleyball squad
By John Moreno
In basketball, it's the point guard;
in football, the quarterbnck; and in
volleyball, it's the setter that calls
the shots.
Next year, the University of New
Mexico volleyball team will start a
new setter who will be calling the
shots. Sophomore Jocelyn Funk is
leaving the team to return to her native Canada.
For nearly two years, Funk has
wanted to try out for the Canadian
Junior National Team. but the Canadian coach has denied Funk an
opportunity to play because she
attends a U.S. university.
So now she hus decided to enroll
in the University of Winnipeg.
"It's happened to other girls,"
Funk said. [twas a hard decision to
make. she said. because of the close
relationships she has developed
here. But she said, "I'm ready to do
it. ..

Head. Coach Laurel Kessel, who
played on the U.S. National Team
for eight years, had mixed feelings
about Funk's decision. "I think it's
tbe right decision for her because she
was thinking about it ever sine!! she
came here.
"l'm sad. She's such a hard
Wllrkct' and has learned a Jot. But,
you know. there's bigger and better
things," Kessel said.

Jocelyn Funk
Those bigger and better things for
Funk include playing for a club
team, beginning next month until
May. when she tries out for the
national team. Also. she said she has
been promised a spot on the U of W
team by the coach, Mike Burchuk.
"l'msurc I'll try out, but I already
believe J'm on it,·' she said. She had
previously played for Burchuk for
six months in club ball.
That won't be until next fall, after
her tryout with the nationill team.
However, even if she makes Cana-

Jack's Lounge
and
Restaurant
Luncheon specials doily
Monday-Friday 11 om-1 0 pm
Home of the Lobo Burger
and the De5t Pizzo In Town
Corry-Out Orders 242-7490

1504 Cen1ral SE
(5 blks West of UNM)

Once you've tasted
Killian's Irish Red,
you may never
go Dutch again.
Now don't get us
wrong. The Dutch
make some pretty fine
beers. But they don't
~low·roast their malt
like we do.
So no Dutch beer
has the color, the
character, the rich,
incredibly smooth taste
of Killian's Red Ale.
So the next time
you're about to order
your favorite Dutch
beer, try a Killian's
Red, instead.
You may never go
Dutch again,

da's junior team, she will still play
with Winnipeg, at least for one year.
The m<tin thing is that she now has
the chance to pl!ly in Canada.
"I'm going to go full force and
give it everything I can. It's time I
got my foot in the door,'' Funk said.
It took her a year and a half to
make the decision. After starting for
UNM as a freshman, she almost
didn't return for this season. ''I
could have left, but I thought maybe
I'm not giving it enough of a
chance."
This year, therefore, she gave it
enough of a chance and earned honorable mention from the High Country Athletic Conference. She also
waited until the season was over to
make her move - a decision for
whicb Kessel is grateful.
The Lobo coach is now faced with
finding a setter for next year. Both of
the Lobos' backup setters are freshmen- Julie Barrett and Lori Forrest. Kessel said theLobos may go to
a 6-0 offense, instead of the present
5-l.
Under the S-1, the setter is not
counted on to also be a hitter because
she isn't big or strong enough, Kessel said. But in the 6-0, there are two
setters in the lineup. They would
then rotate front and back with the
front row player being the hitter.
Meanwhile, neJO;t year, Jocelyn
Funk will be setting the ball for the
University of Winnipeg and poss·
ibly the Canadian Junior National
Team.

Offices for
WAD to be
transferred
By M.E. Kinsman
The Women's Athletic Department will be getting a new home.
When the construction and re·
modeling of Johnson Gym is complete, it will have new locker rooms,
offices and equipment, and it will
also be the new home for the
"W.A.D."
The decision to relocate the department from it's location in Carlisle Gym was made five years ago,
said Linda Estes, director of
Women's Athletics.
When the department was moved
into Carlisle Gym, the building was
old and in disrepair, said Estes.
"There were leaking pipes," she
said.
''Carlisle in the past has been regarded as a slum." Estes said. She
has no complaints about the building
itself since it's recent renovation,
but she added there is still no land·
scaping.

sports

UNM grapplers excel
despite thinned ranks

Ueberroth firmly grasps reins

By Ross Hader
Injuries and illness depleted
the-tanks of the University of
New Mellico wrestling team,
forcing Coach Bill Dotson to en·
ter only five wrestlers in last
Saturday's Air Force Invitational
in Co!Qrado Springs, Colo.
The healthyfive-membercrew
rose to the occasion with four
finishing as place-winners in the
tournament.
The Lobos were led by a firstplace finish from junior Curtis
Luttrell in the 167-pound division. Luttrell defeated Ron Whitman, two-time Western Athletic
Conference champion from
Wyoming, in the final match.
Last week Whitman was ranked
No. 8 in the nation by Amateur
Wrestling News.
UNM junior Louis Loya followed Luttrell with a secondplace finish at 134 pounds. Sophomore Bruce Garner, 126
pounds, 1983-84 NCAA qualifier, and junior Dave Vurik, 190,
1.983-84 WAC champ, both tallied tbird-place finishes.
"(Luttrell) has defeated Whitman twice this season." Dotson
said. "He should be ranked higb
in this week's national poll. ·•
The Lobo first-team wrestlers
missing from tbe lineup arc:
Ralph Harrison, 158, defending
WAC champion, due to an external rash likened to a form of
chicken pox; Barry LaBass, I 50pound junior, has an infection in
his leg; senior Dan Ilgcnstcin,
190, a three-time place winner in
WAC tournaments, has an infection in his hand; and sophomore
Chris Luttrell, 134. who spent
last year recovering from an auto
accident, is out with a shoulder
injlliY.
"Injuries and illness never
come at a good time," Dotson
said, "but if it has to happen,

•

let's get it over with nQw. We
wanted to wrestle as many
matches as possible before
Christmas, but now we will have
to slow down a little."
LaBass was hospitalized over
the weekend for treatment of his
leg infection. Dotson is concerned about the infections that
have afflicted his wrestlers.
"It's kind of strange that
llgenstein, LaBass and Harrison
have somewhat similar forms of
infections after we returned from
the St. Louis Open," Dotson
said. "But I'm not sure there is
any correlation there. I hope we
can get things cleared up this
week and get back to full
strength."
UNM will host New Mellico
Highlands in a match at Johnson
Gym on Friday, Nov. 30, at 7
p.m.
"Highlands is a well-balanced
team." Dotson said. "If we're
healthy, we should beat them,
but Highlands is not a team we
can overlook."

The new accommodations will
have more and larger offices, said
Estes. The offices for the coaches,
secretaries and .sports information
will be located in a common area.

Estes said the department is keeping its eyes on the construction.
"We want to sec that we get everything we were promised as far as the
size of offices and built-in facilities.

Presently, these offices are scat·
tered throughout Carlisle Gym, said
Estes. "Some of the assistant
coaches have offices the size of a
postage stamp."

"People tend to take advantage of
public facilities. Jf it's your home,
you're there everyday and know
what's going on. We have no reason
to expect it won't be done right.
We're just being cautious."

The department is scheduled to
move in the spring of 1986. Estes
said she is pleased with the Unvcrsi·
ty's responsiveness. "They could
have stonewalled the complaints,
but they didn't." They considered
the complaints, the problems and the
growing n~eds of women's ath1e·
tics, said Estes.

NEW YORK (UPI) - Saying
they could jeopardize the finmJcial
structure ·Of baseball by the end of
this decade, Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth Wednesday identified TV
"superstations." as one of the biggest problems facing the game.
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Members of the Lobo cross-countrt team train for the upcoming season. The Nordic squad is in Gunnison, Colo., this
weekend while the Alpine, or downhill, skiers are training in
the Santa Fe Basin.

From $18to $26.95

Special
Weekend Bales

At a briefing held in preparation
for baseball's upcoming winter
meetings, Ueberroth said the superstations are "blatantly unfair" to
other broadcast territories, a~e hurting attendance and arc saturating the
television market.
He also cited the owners' lack of
unity and the financial conditions of
clubs as areas for attention. He said
as many as seven clubs could be for
sale now.
Ofall the issues, however, Ueberroth s~.cmed most concerned with
the superstatiQns. He said that they
could cause a sharp dropoff .in baseHe attributed both drops to the
ball revenue in 1989.
availability of )!ames on television.
Standing at an easel, the commisComplaining that the issue has not
sioner showed a chart indicating that
been
properly confronted at precosts and income will both .increase
vious opportunities he declared,
until the end of the decade.
"You can't wait until the last minute
Then, he said, drawing a line to to solve problems. We will find
indicate a dramatic tumble in re- some solutions."
venues, "All the smart people I lillk
Ueberroth said that the winter
to say it will go like this."
meetings wi 11 represent his first
Triple-A ball suffered a 12.1 per- opportunity to ~pend much time with
cent Joss in attendance last season. the owners. He has already met with
the commissioner said. He also 5evcral groups, including general
alluded to the dip in major-league managers, labor, the networks.
attendance and agreed it was small. umpires, marketing; people and
but he said he didn't like the trend. players.

''There's a lot of areas where they
(the owners) have to pull together .
We've got to stick to decisions. We
need an offensive plan. Baseball can
take a leading edge. We're always
reacting. We're fine people. We
wuit for things to happen. I would
like to get an offense going."
ln this regard, Ueberroth appears
eager to build the best possible image for the players. This me;ms
avoiding any suggestion that players' salaries arc responsible for any
economic problems.
"It's part of the free process." he
said. "People have a right to pay
salaries, and people have a right to
accept them. I do not fault players'
salaries."
He also praised former union head
Marvin Miller aud the current head,
Don Fehr, saying they have "integrity" and "know baseball."

Snafu
A photograph on page 7 of
Wednesday's Dailv Lobo incorrectly idcnti ficd two members of
the Chaparrals as ''cheerleaders." They arc not cheerleaders;
they arc Chaparrals .

Coors salutes the
Leisure Services
Team of the month
!

•

Over-night Special $12

51 01 Gibson

505 (262·2277)

1 block uot of Son Mateo I comllt of Ortiz and Gibson

Estes said they wanted the department to remain on the main campus
and not to be moved to the south
campus where the men's Athletics
Department is located. It's important for the department to be part or
the main campus and accessible to
students, Estes said.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
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ENGR·N 350 Transportation and Society
MWF 10:00 a.m.-· 10:50 a.m. ME 206
Instructor. Jerome Hall
(Call No. 03632)

S

Thursday, November 29
6:30·8:30

Michael Coy & Co.
Folk Singer

0

!he COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING will be offering these re·
levant topics to NON·ENGINEERING majors .this Spring.
Minimal Mathematics is required All courses are for 3 credit
hours and graduate credit is allowed except for engineering maJors.
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Toe Jams-- Soccer Champions
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N

Top, left to right·]Oi1 Anderson, Tonr Sloan, Gregg Maekei~an, Paul Yasuda, Steve Tok•r
Bottom, left to right-David Nufer, Roberto Gutierrez, Milton Bahati,. Remi May, Tom
Macl<>atl
ilot pictured-Jeff Kaler
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ENGR·N 385 SOlar Energy Use
TI 2:00 p.m.- 3:15 p.m. ME 218
Instructor: G. Bell
(Call No. 03633)

DISTRIBUTED BY

THE MALOOF COMPANIES
"The House That Quality Built"

Albuque•·quc

New Mexico
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Las N otfcias
11m STUDENT COUNcil, for Exceptional
Children will me~t tonight at 7:00 p.m., Women's
Center. Bring food, a frirnd. -- Join u~!.
11129
{;AY/J.ESDIAN STUDf:NT Union meets IOnitc to
di~cuss AIDS, Hep~titil B, Lesblun STPs. SUB2SO,
7:30p.m. These arc our vital issues, concerning our
11/29
freedom or lifestyle!
AlTF.ND UNM's 1985 Summer Sessions in Spain or
Mexico and earn academic credits In Anthropology,
Spanish language, or Spanish and Latin American
hteruturc. Important information meeting on
Tuesday evening, December 4, 7:30 p.m. at the
International Central, 1808 Las Lomas. UNM
students and APS personnel Invited. Tuition
11/30
scholarships available for UNM students.
ASllNM HI.M COMMITTEE presents: "Hester
Street" on Thurs. and Fri., Nov. 29th, 30th. On Dec
lit "Walkabout." All shows 7:15 and 9:15. For more
mformution call277·5608.
11/30
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST IS having Q meeting
Thursday, 11129/84 in Marron Hall 5:00 p.m. All
tnterclledperson~ please 111tend.
11/29
ONFrSTOP CHRISTMAS Shop! lJNM Bookstore
lm orn~ment~. card~. stuffed animals, a gallery of
Cillcndar~. books for young nnd old!.
12110
ATTENTION PAIU:NTS! WOULD your young
child enjny re~elving a phone call from Santa Claus?
l.mur~ ~er>icc\ will he providing this service ror the
up«>ming lloliday Season. Call 277-4347 or come by
Room 2.10 in Johmon Gym for more information on
OperatiOn Santa (!nus.
ll /30
ADVENT c:ALJ':NDARS • A lovely selection of
impurted advent 'alendars at tJNM Bookstore. 11130
STUDENT IHRI·:CTORIES AVAILABLt; now in
thr SlfB outside the Student Activities Office, Rm.
106. Mu't 'llllwcumntJD. FREE.
ll/30
YOll ('A~ DE certified to teach handicapped with
Hadlclllr''> Degree. Visit Special Education Depar·
11ncm for information. Scholarship; available for
'>prin~ semester. Application deadline: December 12.
11/30

Personals
NANNY LOU MY love for you transcends this
world. SJ>irit must be referring elsewhere. - Joey.
11129
TO MY DARLING wife Cecelfu, "Happy
Annivrr~ary" and may God llless forever. Love,
lcrry.
11/29
KYI>N'\', TillS WlmKEND will be the ultimate in
fun! Ski ~lopes and horses await. You should be
there' CT~i;.
11129
SPODY I'J\1 Jll!NGUY for you. I miss you and love
you th•s much. Mr. Forearms.
11129
NUTruSWEEl' m;•s YOUIIS for the taking. The
RA
11129
I>ANJJo:l. R~:MEMIIER ME? How's Astrcnomy? I'd
like to talk to you again. Call me. Synthia 888·4287.
11/29
llf:\'lJOMINOI MA YDEnextsemest~r... ?.
11129
GINt:LU:, SIIELJ,, AND Rita: Thanks for a
wonderful1cme1ter!! l.ove always, Giblets.
II 129
RP WIJF;N WILl, the RA be out of your life?
Nutri;wect.
11130
"SETH", I TIIINK I've fallen in love with you ... !
mi~HOU.
11129

Food/Fun
WINl't:R SPORTS AT their finest in beautiful
~outhern Colorado. Ask about our cross country ski
pa•kage. Antlers Ranch, PO Box 310, Creede, CO
81130- (303) 658-2423.
12/0S
'JRY A NUEVO Mexico Hamburger and get a
medium soft drink FREI!. Doonie's, 6724 Central
SE. (across from fairgrounds).
1/31

Services
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS. Beginner to
advanced. English or Western. Everything provided.
Reasonable rates. Jeanette, evenings 822·8473. 2/01
PIANO LESSONS- ALL ages, levels: Laura
Kramer- 265·13.52.
11129
JIECAliSE YOU CAN'T be too 1hin or too rich
you'd better not be too bu~y to ca11293·3262 or 277•
4684 evenings.
12110
NEEIJ 100 OVERWEIGIIT people fot weight-loss
program. 884·9456.
12/0S
PR()···;sSIONAI. WORD rROCF.SSING, papers,
manuscripts, theses, resumes. Call The Home Office
884-1497.
12/0.5
FR.:E DENTAl, ci.F..ANING and x-rays. To
qualif} - smening: 11-30·84 0·3:00 p.m.) UNM

r-:1~-~-,;;rv:rd-;~1

Dental Clinic, 277-4106.
t 1/29
YOUR Wf:IGHT·LOSS hot·line is 884·9456. 12105
THE WRITER'S CHOicE. Typing. $1.00 per
doublespaced text page. Technical typing available.
255·9801 (Daytime).
12/05
WORD PROCESSING, QUAUTY, accurate work.
Term papers, theses, resumes. Nancy, 821-1490,
12110
TYPING 255·3337.
I/ IS
TYPING SERVICES, TERM papers and reports.
Business reports and correspondence. Pat 294-1033.
12/10
WILL TEi\Cll PRIVATE beginning flute lessons.
$4,00 'h·hour. 256-3738, 266·7975. ·
11/30
OUTSTANDING
QUALITY,
REASONABLE
prices. Papers, manuscripts, word processing, theses.
Resumes. 881-0313.
12/10
WORRIED AIIOUT FINALS? Increase your mental
capacity with Brainaerobicsl Learn e~ercises to
stlmul"te specific areas of the brain exactly when you
need it. 2·5 p.m. Sat., Dec. 1st at The Yoga Center,
213 Central NE. 255-2900. Free demonstration
Friday, Nov. 30,7 p.m.
11/30
GAY AND LESDIAN information and support
service. Call Common Bond at 266.8041 from 7·10
p.m., 7 days/week.
11/30
TYPING PROFESSIONALS THESIS, dissertations
reports, statistical, etc. We speclali~e in statistical
typing. Minor grammatical editing included. Annita
12110
Robbins292·9013/293·146l.
HIGH QIJALITY TYPING on word processor:
rea10nable rates. Call Good lmpressions294-IS64.
12/10
ACCURATE EXCELLENT TYPIST. Term papers,
resumes, etc. 294·0167.
1/31
QUAI.I'f\' TYPING. FAST, accurate, affordable.
294-8133.
12/10
TYPING, TERM PAPEUS. Reasonable charge. 299·
1240.
IllS
PRODI.t:M WITJl MATIIMATICS? Statistics?
Sciences? Paul can help. 265-7799 evening5,
tfn
VERY EXI'EUIENCED, FAST typist. 80 cents per
11129
page. Speaks Chinesel242·6449.
A & L BKKG - WORD processing and typing
1crvices. 406 San Mateo NE. l'hone: 268·1076; 2940273.
2128
QUICK, ACCURATF. TYPING: research papers
/theses/dlssertntlons/cham/graphs/ln my home.
The Other Office. 836·3400.
11130
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, resumes, APA
format, etc. Jim 255·2150.
12110
TYPING. LET US do it while you study or party.
243-5146.
12105
TIITOUING: ENGLISH, FRENCH. Pegreed.
Certified. 256·3235.
11/30
PROFF.SSIONAI. TYPING: MARY 265-1088
evenings.
12/10
TYPIST, TEUM PAP.:RS, resumes. 299·8970. 1/31
99 CENTS PAGE, degreed typist, 344·3345.
!2/10
PUOFESSIONAL TYPING. JDJ\1, Pickup/delivery
(20 page minimum). 281-2913.
l/14
PAPERWORKS 266·1118.
tfn
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE, Affordable. 299·
1105.
1/15
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315.
tfn
SOt'T CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaDelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
PERf'ORMING ARTS SnJDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
2S6·1061. Ballet, Jau, Vocal coaching.
tfn
CONTACT POLISiliNG 1 SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterillrotlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247•
9819.
tfn

Housing
IIOUSEMATE WANTED OWN bedroom and bath
3 br house. No pets. $225, half utilities. 293·SSI8;
841·6252.
12/0S
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE SnJDENT wanted to
share tlice NE house. 5175 per month plus Vi phone.
AvailnbleDec.l.881·6421.
11/30
HOIJSING FOR VERY serious students only, vel)'

1t c .
I~
·~·
:""~, : CITY
,1 265-4m
I1
.. ~
;~blkS.ofContral
12 slices of cheese pizza
I
I & a large soft drink '
I
1
good today......1
51 .99 coupon
ontv 11·29,84
I
l

________________
c;overed
WP'"agon
Makers of Handmade
lndtan Jeweiry
OLDTOWN

close to campus at very good rates. Unfurnislled. Call
2SS-9568 7:30·10:00 p.m. weekdays, Call Nowl.ll/30
HOUSE IU;QUJREP FOR couple from New
Zealand. Mid January to May. Phone 268·4686.
12110
SHARE JIOIJSE - SE. Own room. No smokers.
Melissa. 243-8386.
12/10
APARTMENT FOR LEASE, two bedrooms, J.ead
and University, available Dec. 16, $365, 842-8752.
12105
UOUSEMATE, TAYLOR RANCH non-smokers
employed, $250, 'h utilities, private bath, bedroom,
share kitchen, laundry, living, dining rooms. Call
Kerry 883·1 122, 898-5050.
12/10
ROOMMATE M/F TO share house $162.50 per
month, v. Utilities. San Mateo and Indian School
area. 884-2091.
11/30
f'OR SALE: I.ARGE threc-bdrnt near UNM. Double
garage. Many new Items. Priced rightl Murphy
Associates Realtors 266-2042.
l 1/30
WILL SHARE NICE house nearby with nonsmoking, male grad studen!. $210 Including utilities.
12/10
268-6617.
TWO ROOMMATES WANTED! To share house.
Rent a~d utilities flexible. Private bath. Girls only.
Call Lisa, 881-506! eves. (345·9971, MWF 1·5:30).
ll/30
REASONABLY QUIET ROOMMATE needed.
01/14
Nice, close neighborhood. 265·5117.
ALTERNATIVE LJFES'f\'LE: BRING your
RV/Travel Trailer to Palisades RV Park, 9201
Central NW, 831·5000. Laundry, showers, rec room,
IS min. to UNM. $150/month plustax.
12/10
408 PRINCI'TON SE. Two bedrc;>om furnished, and
unfurnished. Good SE location near UNM and TV I.
$350/month, Utilities Paid! The Vaughan Company,
821·3511.
12/S
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitcl1en with dishwasher and disposal, r~creatlon
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Ad11lt
couples, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 University NE.
243-2494.
tfn
I'OR RENT: Et'FJCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, S270/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
MliST SF.LL 1980 Y~maha 400XS excellent looking,
best offer over $250, a steal, David 268·5383, 266·
71SS.
11130
cROSS COUNTRY SKIS, Donna 2400-PC, Mica
bottoms, 200's. Never been used, S85, Lynn, 3442125, leave message.
12110
AWE!iOME MASSIVE MOVING- sale. Sat.,
1211/84 noon-S p.m. 884-0604, 2727 Jefferson NE.
11/30
MUST SELL tO-speed bike, almost new bicycle pro
SIOO or best offer. 265·8157.
12105
IJF.WXE KINGSIZED WATERDED. 898·0489,
ll/30
•·oR 5650 YOU could put a 1981 Suzuki 4SOT under
your tree. Cali256-04S2,
11130
AMPLIFIER, BASS, EFFECTS. Fender super
Reverb $250. MXR Analog $85. Lefthand precision
BassS275. Cali277-S602, leave message.
ll/30
MICROSCOPE, MINOcULAR, TIIREE objectives
mechanical stage, Asking 5275. 822.()546.
ll/30
COMPIJTER SALE ENDS 12/31/84, Morrow MD3
64K, 2 floppy drives, moniter, keyboard, 18CPS
Daisywheel printer, plus: Newword wordprocessor,
supercalc, database mgs., bookkeeping, Basic 80,
CI'/M 2.2, all for Sl99S. BarrY at 881·2212.
12/10
COMPUTER TERMINAL. UBERTY Freedom 100,
$395, Call265·6048. run Unix on Vax.
11/30
.FOR SALE KAWASAKI m 1980. Runs, looks
good. New clutch. 5500 OBO. Evenings 277-6258
(Thane),
11/29
COMMODORE COMPUTER WITH many extras
induding custom made desk. Call Herman 888-0674
evenings, keep trying.
12110
MOTOBECANE SUPER·MlRAGE touring 10·
speed, $210. Call Bill277-4304.
12/0S
CASSETTE TAPE GIFTS! When you record those
precious family gatherings bring them to us for copies
for every family member. Sl each. cassette Corner,
222 Yale SP..
12110
FIAT 76 4 doou. check it out. $700 cash. 268·6667,
12/0S
keep trying.

To
Our Jewish
Friends
With Love
Recorded
Message
Call 293-7213

HEALTH
INSURANCE
at reasonable rates
Hospitalization
Major Medical
Maternity Benefits
Insurance Management Corp.

The University Area's
Full-Senicc Guitar Center

QUAI,ITY
• Lessons • Sales
• Rentals • Repairs

143 Harvard SE • 265-3315

265·6777

676 San Mateo NE

The Yule Log is Here
The annual personal Christmas message
section of the Doily Lobo classifieds
will run through the remaini
issues
of the 1984 Fall semester.
Special rate of 10 cents
per word per issue
for students~
personal
messages.

Senior
Physical
Therapy
Students
The Air Force can make
you an attractive offer outstanding c:ompensa·
tion, plus opportunities
for professional develop·
ment. You can have a
c~allenging practice ANO
time to spend with your
family while you serve
your country, Find out
what the Air Force offers
specialists. contact:
TSgt. oon Torrent!

(5051292·3642
Call Collect

1984 l"IY ATA 610, 1S speed, Many accessories,
$300. 268·3866.
11129
lASER PHOTO A.RT ~tnd art reproduction
Christmas sale. Dec. 3 through Dec. 7, 9:00a.m. to
6:00p.m. N.M. Union, next to lnfodeslc. $4.50 each,
two for $8. Hundreds to choose from. 1'r11mes
available.
1113 0

Employment
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE: part-tir_ne
position open ~t the NM Daily Lo~o busine~s off~ce
for a st11dent interested in the follpwmg: ~orkmg W!th
the public, typing, general bookkeept.ng and ac·
counting proced11res and computer expenence. Prefer
a business or accounting student. Apply Marron Hall
tfn
rm 131. Work-study qualified only.
A PART-TIME position has become available in ~ur
bookkeeping department for someone who: - ts a
''people" person, - have good. writing a~ II '?ath
skills, - is goal oriented, - enJOYS workmg tn a
health-oriented environment. Please call Yovonne at
883-6478 for an appointment to Interview.
11/30
WAlTERS, WAITRESSES NEEDED for full service
restaUrant. Good tip, you must be 21 to apply, 5025
Central, 268-6717.
tl/30
PAJ{T·TIME SECRETARY needed In ASUNM,
preferably work-study qualified and having
knowledge of entertainment, business, Apply at
rooms242, 248 of SUB. 277-5602.
1 i/30
WORK-STUDY 10 hours/week, graphic artist with
paste up experience Interested in adverthing.
ASUNM Film Committee, 277-5608.
11/30
RELIAOJ,E PERSON NEEDED, for early morning
newspaper rCiute. One to two hours daily, UNM area.
$150 plus per month. Call243·3241. After S:OO p.m.
11130

SE, directly behind NAtural Sound. ~6~-2107,

Travel
RIDE TO MONTANA neelled, Will share expenses.
277-3582,
II /30
RIDE NEEDI'D TO Kansas for Christmas break.
Willhelpwilhexpenses. 883-7945.
12/05
DON'T STAY HOME during winter break: ski
Steamboat Springs with usl Jan. 7-Jan. 12, $249
includes airfare, accomodations, lift ticket$ and
more. Call Student Travel, 277-2336 or 277·7924
now!.
12/05
DRIVER/RIDER FOR Colorado Springs/Pueblo
area. End of semester. Call277-2875.
)2/05
SKI STEAMBOAT MN. 5-10. $189, Includes lift
tickets and accomodatiors. More info, call Jayne
898-2058.
11/29

WORK FOR SOClAL Change! Organizing and
fundraising. Call ACORN 243-9792 fuiVpart time
12110
positions available.
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS: Leading publisher
looking for sharp, outgoing telemarketing
representatives. $4-7/hr. Call265·5888, Joyce. 11/29
GARDENSW ARTZ SPORTZ HIRING experienced
ski mounters, technicians, sales help. Start immediately, Apply at 4410 Menaul. M·W-F 9 a.m.·l2
noon.
11/30
WORK-STUDY/NON work-study students. Have a
jpb waiting for you when you return for spring
semester. Bring class schedule and apply at NM
Union Food Services, Student Union Bldg. Call277·
2811 if you needadditlonallnformatlon.
12110
PART-TIME POSITIONS available immediately to
promote the premiere season of The New Mexico
Uepertory Theatre. High energy a must. Theatre
background helpful. Call Ms. Fontera at 262·0927
between 1·3 and 7·9 p.m. only.
12105
WORK STUDY-OFFICE Assistant, Albuquerque
Police Department Fiscal Orfice, Accounts Payable.
Light typing. Robert Cordova, 848-3250.
12110
CIULD CARE NEEDED. Thursday and Friday 8-5.
Married Student Housing. 3·yr old and I yr old.
52.50/hr. call243-3241 after s p.m.
11/29

Lost &Found
VIVIAN REYNOLDS! HAVE you lost anything?
Come by Marron Hall rm 131.
ll/30
l.OST- SMALL AMETIIYST heart pendant.
Reward.266-8480.
12110
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. chris's Indoor Store, 119\': Harvard

Miscellaneous
GUINEA PIGS FREE to good home. 268·9374,
evenings.
12/05
MOUNTAIN BIKES ARE affordable. Skate City
255-4336.
12110
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? KAUFMAN'S! Mash
Trivia Game, Children's Camo, t-snirl$, grenades,
bombs, Indiana Jones Fedoras. Kaufman's. A real
Army/Navy Store. 1660 Eubank NE. 293-2300.ll/IO
COLD? REALLY! WHY? down coats, leather
jackets, earmuffs, gloves, watch-caps, mufners.
Kaufman's A real Army/Navy store, 1660 Eubank
NE. 29:l·2300.
12/10
SALE TliRU DECEMBER 10-St)Cl!o off all books,
folkwcar patterns, imponed clothes and gift items.
The Bookcase I 09 Mesa SE 247-3102 Tuesday·
12110
Saturday 10-6.
QUALITY USED BOOKS. Numerous out-of-print
Southwest and more. Pyre's, 3023 Central NE. 12110
CANNOT AFI'ORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personn:l and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car, life,
mobile home, homeowners, renters, and health in·
surance. No pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for
12/10
John at298·5700 (days and evenings).
SHOP PYRO'S FOR juggling, magic and unusual
gifts. 3023 Central NE.
12110
t:YEGLASSES, WliOU:SAU; TO the public:QualitY senerie and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedaln
Opticians. 255·2000.
lfn

Yule Log
TO: PAMMY T.G. Don't peek at your Christmas
surprises. You'll hate yourself in the morning. Hope
this Christmas Is the warmest of all. S.G.G.
11/29
NADINE, TAKE CARE of Teri in Durango. Have
fun on your ski trip. Jerry.
11:29
Sc01T AND KAREN: Happy Holidays. Love ya
both - J.D.
11129
STEVE: WON'T YOU tell me what you want for
Christmas1 (something! can wrap)? It's not too easy
for me to wrap myself. Love, Steph.
IJ/29
BARBARA AND TIM, come by oYer the holidays
11129
for a cup-a-cheer- WW and JD.
YULE DE Gl,AD to hear that STUDENTS can
spread Christmas cheer for only /0 CENTS per word
per issue ht the Daily Lobo's Yule Log section Nov.
28 to Dec. 10 (five issues). Only three more chances
~~

~

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Jelly
6 Deadly
11 Extremity
14 Carried
15 Muslim
religious
body
16 Before
17 Clear
as-18 Treads
20 Grip
22 Course
23 Loom reed
25 Europeans
28 Monster's
loch
29 Female bird
30 Rushes
32 Gobbled up
34 Asop
39 Stabilize
42 Fast driver
43 Gaudy
footwear
45 Desert plant
46Schemer
49 Protection
50 Preposition
54- -asa
beet
55 Pivot

tfn

56 Bush
58 Relax
60 Beverage
flavor
63 Mexican pal
66 Up: pre!.
67 Similar
68 Radar's kin
69 Asian coin
70- maid:
Servant
71 Metaphor
DOWN
1 Arab cloth
2 Sad sound
3 Forestalled
4 Tooth filling
5 Battery
6 Picky person
7 Modified
8 Driving area
9 Elec. unit
10 Stand up
11 Plains tent
12 Golf clubs
13 Awaits
19 Samovar
21 Believer: soft.
23 Absolute
24 Depart
26 Saloons
27 Jump over

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

30 Paul Pry
31 Weapon
33 Nav. officer
35 Short for
Winnipeg
36 Mrs. Howard
Duff
37 At no time
38 Color
40 USC's rival
41 Ring verdicts
44 Unreliable
47 Pesters
48 Reporters'

bosses: abbr.
50 Test ore
51 Freeman
52 Mr. Welles
53 Foot; suff.
55 Cyst
57 Semitic god
59 Direction
61 Ga.'s
neighbor
62 Clear
64 Breach
65 Nev.'s
neighbor

